
Marketing success  
with digital and social media
Digital data has exploded, and now it significantly influences buyer behavior. Today, there are:

How can I use digital marketing and social 
media to drive my business?

How can I leverage Microsoft 
content to enhance my own  
brand story?

With so much out there,  
what should I focus my time on?3
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2 Daily Time Spent on Social Networking by Internet Users Worldwide from 2012 to 2017
3 Online Marketing Terms and Acronyms Decoded
4 29 Essential Content Marketing Metrics

Sharing digital content on social media platforms to tell  
your brand story helps you:

• Engage your audience with a story that resonates with  
them—rather than simply promoting a product or service.

• Establish trust with your target audience by making  
a shared, emotional connection. 

• Promote viral sharing—or digital “word of mouth”  
advertising—through your target audience’s trusted  
network of colleagues, friends, and family.

Get involved

Search engine marketing

• Search Engine Optimization (SEO)—The keywords 
you use in a website search that ultimately boost 
your results ranking. 

• Search Engine Results Page (SERP)—The page  
that appears after you conduct a search. 

• Meta tags—The snippets of text (in the programing 
code) that describe a page’s content and help the 
search engine find a website. 

Content marketing

• Brand Storytelling—Storytelling techniques that 
enhance your brand and engage your customers. 

• Thought Leaders—Trusted, go-to experts in  
their field.

• Evergreen Content—Information that will  
always be relevant to your target audience. 

What is the difference between  
created vs. curated content?

How will I measure the success of  
my digital and social media efforts?4

Both created and curated content are important elements in your digital media and social 
marketing strategies. Together, they help you strike the right balance in your content 
strategy, so you can take that important first step in effective content marketing.

Consumption metrics

• Page views—Tell you how many 
and which of your web pages visitors 
consume. These help you identify 
which content is performing well.

• Unique visitors—Tell you the overall 
size of your audience and how many 
of your page views are repeat visitors.

• Email clicks—Tell you which links in 
your email are most popular and help 
you improve clickable links in future 
emails. 

Retention metrics

• Return rate—Shows how many 
visitors are return visitors vs. unique 
visitors, so you can tailor your  
messaging to build relationships  
with both.

• Bounce rate—Is calculated from  
the entry and exit clicks to determine 
whether users explored your site or 
left after just one page. 

• Pages per visit—Provides the 
number of people who explore  
your website. 

Lead metrics 

• New leads generated—Calculates 
how many new leads were developed 
after touching a piece of content on 
your website. 

• Existing leads touched—Calculates 
how many existing leads in your 
database interacted with a piece  
of content on your website. 

• Funnel conversion rate—Identifies 
which parts of your web pages helped 
to drive potential customers further 
into your site. 

Sales metrics

• Pipeline generated—Aggregates the 
total dollar value of all opportunities 
where the first touch of the lead 
associated with the opportunity was  
a piece of your content.

• Pipeline touched—Aggregates the 
total dollar value of all opportunities 
where the lead associated with the 
opportunity has touched a piece of 
your content. 

• Revenue influenced—Calculates the 
dollar value of revenue closed where 
the contact associated with the deal 
consumed one or more pieces of your 
content prior to converting  
the customer. 

I know I need it, but I don’t know 
where to start.

2.4B
active social media users.1

135
minutes spent per day per 
user on social media.2

159M
emails sent every minute.1

12.9M
texts sent every minute.1

Created content refers to the content  
you create to reflect your brand story— 
regardless of form factor, it is aligned with  
your unique value proposition, messaging,  
and solution offering.

Curated content is content you find that  
is relevant to your solution, but not authored  
or funded by your organization. It could 
include thought leadership from an industry 
expert, analyst statistics, or partner-published 
case studies.

Website & lead generation

• Landing Page—The page where you “land” after 
clicking on an ad or from an email. It is not the  
home page. 

• Call-to-Action (CTA)—Instruction that gets you  
to make an immediate “click here” or “download 
now” response.

Advertising

• Cost-per-click (CPC)—Actual price paid for each 
click in a pay-per-click (PPC) advertising campaign.

• Pay-per-click (PPC)—Ads that direct customers 
through paid advertising links for products and 
services that are related to the keywords in your 
initial search. 

• Click-through rate (CTR)—Percentage of people 
who click on an ad and land on your website.
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Sign up for a social and email syndication 
program at aka.ms/get.social.

Download the IDC  
Microsoft Next-Gen  
Partner Marketing e-book at 
aka.ms/smartmarketingebook.

Download templates and guidance from Smart Partner 
Marketing at partner.microsoft.com/smart-partner-marketing.
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